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Doug joined RBC in 2009 to create a family office style wealth 
management team focusing on high-net-worth individuals.

Differentiated investment approach by thoughtful understanding of 
various asset classes and their particular risk/reward characteristics.

Believe that a holistic approach is essential to meeting client 
expectations, which requires rigorous discovery before any 
investments can be made.

Supported by a high-quality team ensuring all aspects of client wealth 
management needs are met.



RBC : Full-Service Approach
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Doug Clark, CFA                 
Portfolio Manager      

Doug brings over 30 years of 
investment experience in the 

public and private markets. Prior, 
Doug has worked on M&A, 

corporate finance spanning over 
North America and Europe

Michael Dignam, FEA

Private Banker

Michael Dignam brings over 25 
years of experience in wealth 
management to his role as a 

Private Banker, providing wealth 
management advice customized 
for select families in  the GTA.

Madison Mai, CPA, CA, CFP

Certified Financial Planner

Madison specializes in developing 
and implementing tax planning 

strategies for high-net-worth 
individuals and private 

corporations with a strong focus 
on Canadian domestic and cross-

border succession and estate 
planning.

Robyn Solnik, LL.B, TEP

Wills & Estate

As a Business Owner Specialist, 
High Net Worth Planning 

Services, Robyn, together with 
your primary RBC advisor, helps 

you explore succession, tax, 
retirement and estate planning 
issues you face as a business 

owner.

Carlen Ramsumair

Associate 

Carlen began her career with RBC 
Dominion Securities in 2006 and  

joined the Doug Clark team in 
2013 as a licensed  associate. She 

handles all the day-to-day 
administration and brings 

extensive knowledge, experience 
and a high level of care in client 

services. 

Kein Bejko

Associate

Kein’s passion for investing 
started in university where he 

managed portfolios for friends and 
family. Prior to joining RBC, Kein 

has worked in the wealth 
management industry in research 

and client relations.
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Doug Clark Team

Doug Clark Team Partners
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Who we work with
 
We work with people we like, trust, and whom we share 
similar values.

Most of our clients are high-net-worth individuals.

Generally, in our best relationships we service multiple 
generations within the same family. 

Our ambition is to become the trusted advisor, out-sourced 
CIO.



2. Our Strategy



The overly large fiscal and monetary stimulus in the wake of the Covid outbreak has produced 
side effects that the economy is still adjusting to:

• Inflation, while below 2022 levels, is still too high.

• Government debt still growing and a problem for the future.

• Interest rates likely to be higher for much longer.

In contrast, the US economy is benefitting from new secular forces:

• AI developments will cause huge capital expenditure and produce radical improvements 
in many industries and huge productivity gains.

• On-shoring supply chains to North America will produce new winners.

Canada is more exposed to higher rates risk and will likely have a more difficult adjustment 
and need to be thoughtful on exposures.  

Pandemic Aftermath   
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Positive Factors:

• Unemployment at all-time lows with US 
consumer in strong shape

• AI promises to bring massive secular, 
deflationary change

• US in a capex boom

• Best Fixed Income market in 20 years

Negative Factors:

• Inflation still above 2% target

• Government Spending out of control, 
without political will 

• Geopolitical situation continues to 
deteriorate

• Interest rates likely higher for longer

Most Anticipated Recession Ever

Current Forecasts No Consensus    
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• The US continues to 
outperform other Western 
economies.

• While some of this 
outperformance can be 
explained by Fiscal Policy, US 
technology leadership is driving 
growth and points to a new era 
in computing.

• Slower Canadian growth 
reflects the impact of higher 
rates.

US Economy Still Strong
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Asset Allocation

Portfolio Movements 

over time explained by:

Asset Allocation

Security selection and market timing

Notes: Calculations are based on monthly returns for 709 American funds from January 1990 to September 2015. more details of the methodology were presented in Scott 

et al. (2017).

Sources: Vanguard calculations, using data from Morningstar, Inc.

8.9%

91.1%
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Ticker Company
Price (USD)

Market Value 

(millions USD) % of Index % of Earnings

 P/E 

(LTM) 

MSFT Microsoft Corporation $420.45 $3,121,972 7.23% 4.72% 38.00        

AAPL Apple Inc. $174.83 $2,700,090 6.25% 5.70% 27.21        

NVDA NVIDIA Corporation $864.01 $2,163,700 5.01% 1.71% 72.53        

GOOGL Alphabet Inc. Class A $146.26 $1,822,402 4.22% 4.14% 25.27        

AMZN Amazon.com, Inc. $175.09 $1,818,921 4.21% 1.73% 60.39        

META Meta Platforms Inc Class A $488.56 $1,245,537 2.88% 2.18% 32.85        

TSLA Tesla, Inc. $171.05 $545,940 1.26% 0.79% 39.83        

Total Mag 7 $13,418,562 31% 21% 36.75        

S&P500 ex. Mag 7 $29,774,676 69% 79% 21.65       

S&P500 $43,193,238 100% 100% 24.82        

Magnificent 7 

Source: FactSet As of March 19, 2024
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The scale of the growth from a 
small number of stocks compared to 
other markets is indeed remarkable.

The big question for 2024 is can 
these stocks still grow?

Magnificent 7 in Context 

Source: FactSet Research, RBC Capital Markets
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Staying disciplined and invested crucial to achieving long-term objectives
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•  The US is currently 
enjoying one of the largest 
capex booms in the last 40 
years.

• Most of the “Chips Act” 
funds have not yet been 
spent.

• The spending will 
eventually lead to large 
productivity growth.

US Manufacturing Boom

Source: FactSet Research, RBC Capital Markets
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The growth in Electricity Demand 
seems very likely

• Big surge in new US plant 
construction

• Mass adoption of EVs

• AI/Data centers require much 
larger amounts of power

Big Growth in Electricity Demand
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• In 2022, the US Fed increased rates at 
the fastest pace in the modern era.

• Most asset classes corrected sharply 
in 2022, with large losses even on 
government bonds.

• In early 2023 a regional bank failed 
and many forecasted imminent 
recession.

• However, many times after fed 
tightening cycles there has been no 
recession and so far, so good.

2024 Recession or 1994? 

Source: FactSet Research, RBC Capital Markets
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Monetary forecasts murky

Inflation Dominates Monetary Policy 

• Inflation has reduced much 

faster than expected 18 

months ago.

• However, inflation needs to 

reduce below 2% target 

before there are likely to be 

rate hikes.

• US elections later in 2024 

will likely see the Fed 

move to the sideline.
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• Short-term rates are higher 
than any time since before 
the 2008 financial crisis.

• Inverted Yield curves often 
predict recessions within 18 
months of the curve 
inverting i.e., now

• The long-term rate 
differentials in Canada 
versus the US are very rare

Inverted Yield Curve

Source: FactSet Research
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• At the start of 2024, many 
investors were betting on 
multiple rate cuts ahead.

• Recently, the numbers have 
scaled back as economic 
data has been better, but 
inflation still high.

• Some high-profile 
investors recently changed 
their forecasts for no 2024 
rate cuts.

Investors Reducing Bets on 2024 rate cuts
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Little Short-Term Upward Pressure

C$ Moves on Relative Rates 

Source: FactSet Research
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Commercial Mortgage and High Yield LT risks

Some US sectors still at risk 
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10 Year Treasury History

• The US 10-Year is the most 

important benchmark bonds for 

pricing risk assets.

• Over long periods of time the 10-

Year has averaged between 3-5%, 

consistent with 300-year studies of 

the UK rate market.

• The periods of time like 2008-2021 

are outliers, much like the 60s/70s 

when rates were really higher for 

long.

• The current 10-Year at 4.15% is 

within the long-term average.
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US Government Debt Maturity

US Federal Debt (millions of USD) Outstanding Amount Maturing in <3 years % of Total

Bills Maturity Value $6,011,236 $6,011,236 100%

Bonds $4,445,077 $72,331 2%

Floating Rate Notes $553,566 $553,566 100%

Inflation-Protected Securities $1,973,687 $665,045 34%

Notes $13,829,792 $7,266,518 53%

Grand Total $26,813,358 $14,568,696 54%

Source: US Treasury, as of February 29, 204.

Data excludes $5,492 of Federal Financing Bank and $7,652,233 of nonmarketable securities, the largest of which is Government Account 

Series (intragovernmental debt).

The large amount of short-term debt, maturities plus the current size of the deficit makes it hard to 

imagine long rates have much room to go down
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Canada Mortgage Rate Shock
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Lots of Cash on the Sideline



Source: FactSet Research, RBC Capital Markets
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Need to think about after-tax return in FI
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Bond Portfolio Management Key
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Sample US Treasuries 

Source: FactSet, As of March 19, 2024



Tighter credit conditions add to the probability of recession
U.S. recession scorecard

Source: RBC WM Global Portfolio Advisory Committee
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This information is not investment advice and should be used only in conjunction with a discussion with your RBC Dominion Securities Inc. Investment Advisor. This will ensure that 
your own circumstances have been considered properly and that action is taken on the latest available information. The information contained herein has been obtained from sources 
believed to be reliable at the time obtained but neither RBC Dominion Securities Inc. nor its employees, agents, or information suppliers can guarantee its accuracy or completeness. 
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Securities or investment strategies mentioned in this newsletter may not be suitable for all investors or portfolios. The information contained in this newsletter is not intended as a 
recommendation directed to a particular investor or class of investors and is not intended as a recommendation in view of the particular circumstances of a specific investor, class of 
investors or a specific portfolio. You should not take any action with respect to any securities or investment strategy mentioned in this newsletter without first consulting your own 
investment advisor in order to ascertain whether the securities or investment strategy mentioned are suitable in your particular circumstances. This information is not a substitute for 
obtaining professional advice from your Investment Advisor. The commentary, opinions and conclusions, if any, included in this newsletter represent the personal and subjective view 
of the investment advisor Doug Clark who is not employed as an analyst and do not purport to represent the views of RBC Dominion Securities Inc.

The information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable at the time obtained but neither RBC Dominion Securities Inc. nor its employees, agents, or 
information suppliers can guarantee its accuracy or completeness. This report is not and under no circumstances is to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy 
any securities. This report is furnished on the basis and understanding that neither RBC Dominion Securities Inc. nor its employees, agents, or information suppliers is to be under any 
responsibility or liability whatsoever in respect thereof.

RBC Dominion Securities Inc.* and Royal Bank of Canada are separate corporate entities which are affiliated. *Member-Canadian Investor Protection Fund. RBC Dominion Securities 
Inc. is a member company of RBC Wealth Management, a business segment of Royal Bank of Canada. ® / TM Trademark(s) of Royal Bank of Canada. Used under licence. © RBC 
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This information is not intended as nor does it constitute tax or legal advice. Readers should consult their own lawyer, accountant or other professional advisor when planning to 
implement a strategy.

This commentary is based on information that is believed to be accurate at the time of writing, and is subject to change. All opinions and estimates contained in this report constitute 
RBC Dominion Securities Inc.'s judgment as of the date of this report, are subject to change without notice and are provided in good faith but without legal responsibility. Interest rates, 
market conditions and other investment factors are subject to change. Past performance may not be repeated. The information provided is intended only to illustrate certain historical 
returns and is not intended to reflect future values or returns.

Disclaimer



Thank you!

Kein Bejko, CFA

Associate

Kein.bejko@rbc.com

Phone: 905-764-2224

Doug Clark, CFA

Senior Portfolio Manager, Investment Advisor

Doug.clark@rbc.com

Phone: 905-764-5561

Fax: 905-764-7324

Toll-Free: 1-800-268-6959

Questions?

mailto:Kein.bejko@rbc.com
mailto:Doug.clark@rbc.com
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